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iDim: Practical implementation of index modulation
for LiFi Dimming
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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel dimming method
for Light Fidelity (LiFi) based on a time-domain sample index
modulation (TIM), called indexed dimming (iDim). The aim is to
provide a wide brightness range, while maintaining a high signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) performance and a high transmission rate.
Direct current optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(DCO-OFDM) is used and novel line codes are presented. The
system performance is experimentally validated by an implemen-
tation on a NI PXIe-1085 and NI-7966R Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA).

Implementation results show that the proposed iDim jointly
offers multiple benefits compared to existing dimming methods
such as amplitude modulation (AM) dimming. Specially, the
lowest optical power of the iDim method is measured at 20
µW, which is 10 times lower than the measured limit of AM
dimming. The iDim system provides a SNR of 22.5 dB for all
brightness levels, while the AM-dimming method dramatically
reduces its SNR when light is dimmed. The transmission rate of
iDim is also higher than DCO-OFDM. This results in up to 40%
reduced optical power per bit when compared to sDim, a pulse-
width-modulation (PWM)-inspired dimming method. Therefore,
iDim is a promising dimming method for applications targeting
extremely low illumination levels.

Index Terms—LiFi, time index modulation, indexed dimming,
iDim, line coding, DCO-OFDM.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are currently witnessing the commercial roll-out of fifth
generation (5G) mobile networks. Recently, the 6 GHz band
was approved for unlicensed WiFi use in the United States of
America by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
in an aim to meet the exponential growth of the wireless traffic.
Moreover, a number of emerging technologies are now being
considered for the next wireless generation to future-proof the
ever-growing bandwidth demand [1]. Light Fidelity (LiFi) is
a promising candidate that has matured after more than two
decades of development. The light spectrum is interference-
free to the entire radio frequency band and considered to be
a green solution to meet the requirements of energy efficient
networks [2].

LiFi aims to use the existing lighting infrastructure for
data communications, thus a LiFi light source can serve both
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illumination and communication purposes. Several technical
and functional requirements, such as flicker-free illumination
and dimming, are included in both existing and ongoing light
communication (LC) standards [3], [4]. The term ‘dimming’
in LC standards refers to the ability of a LiFi system to adjust
the transmitter brightness during communication. Dimming is
required for LiFi scenarios such as (i) indoor lighting that
needs brightness control for user convenience, (ii) aircraft LiFi,
in which dimmed light is strictly required during flight, and
(iii) vehicular laser-based LiFi, in which long-range commu-
nication (typically over 100 meters) is mandatory while the
optical power is restricted by eye safety regulations.

Establishing high performance communication links at low
optical power levels is a desired element of this dimming
ability. Several dimming methods are available to use. The ex-
isting IEEE 802.15.7-2011 standard [3] proposes pulse-width-
modulation (PWM) dimming and amplitude-modulation (AM)
dimming methods for rectangular-shaped signals. However,
when applying AM dimming and PWM dimming methods
to LiFi waveforms, they have shown a degraded performance
and a narrow brightness dimming range [5]. Particularly when
the transmitter controls the brightness level (% unit), the
AM dimming has significant drawbacks in terms of signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) when the light is dimmed. Similarly, PWM
dimming also has limitations in terms of the lowest brightness
that it can enable, which was measured at 16% [5]. Moreover,
the transmission of any LiFi waveform requires a certain offset
voltage to avoid signal distortion and clipping. In a LiFi
dimming scenario, this results in a minimum optical power
that is defined as a 0% brightness level. However, the 0%
brightness level depends on the selection of the bias voltage.
Thus, even if a dimming level at 0% brightness is used, the
LiFi transmitter will not be entirely off. This limitation can be
solved by a novel temporal index modulation (TIM) dimming
method, termed indexed dimming (iDim). The iDim scheme is
applied to a direct current (DC) optical - orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (DCO-OFDM) waveform to achieve a
high spectral efficiency.

The concept of index modulation (IM) schemes have re-
cently drawn a lot of interest [6]–[9]. Generally, IM intro-
duces additional dimensions for data modulation. Data can be
encoded in the space, time and subcarrier index to improve
energy and spectral efficiency. Numerous IM schemes focus
on modulating the indices of subcarriers in subcarrier-index
modulation (SIM) [10]–[17]. Using the indexes of LEDs for
modulation, spatial modulation (SM) has been widely consid-
ered in recent years [18]–[20]. Similarly, numerous other stud-
ies on space-time index modulation can be noted [21]–[24].
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Unlike the existing IM works, we propose a novel application
of IM for LiFi dimming, in which TIM is chosen for several
reasons. Firstly, TIM is more suitable for single light emitting
diode (LED) transmission since dimming codes are applied in
the time domain. This makes TIM compatible with the existing
lighting infrastructure because LEDs within a light source are
usually connected to each other. Secondly, a TIM encoder
operates entirely in the time domain and it can be additionally
used at the output of an OFDM encoder; thus no modification
of OFDM encoder is needed. This makes iDim versatile to
any OFDM encoder/decoder. Moreover, TIM uses a simple
encoding/decoding technique in the time domain, which is
advantageous to reduce the implementation complexity. iDim
is able to benefit from using TIM, so iDim gains benefits
in many ways compared to other dimming methods. Notable
benefits include a high communication performance, a wide
dimming range, and a high transmission rate. The outstanding
performance of iDim over existing methods will become more
evident through the experimental results. Additionally, we
propose two types of dimming codes. These codes provide a
high coding rate and a high bit error ratio (BER) performance,
which significantly contribute to the overall targets of the iDim
system.

Until this date, the number of experimental studies on IM
is modest. Similarly, even though there are numerous studies
on LiFi dimming techniques [25]–[29], the number of imple-
mentation studies, such as [30], [31], is still few. A notable
PWM-inspired dimming method for multi-carrier waveforms
was proposed in [29]. By inserting inactive slots, it can control
the dimming based on the ratio of the inserted inactive slots
within the OFDM frame. This could significantly extend the
dimming range and remove the problem of non-zero optical
power at the 0% brightness level. For comparison purposes, we
refer to this scheme [29] as ‘sDim’. The drawback of the sDim
method is a significantly reduced transmission rate [29]. When
comparing to sDim, the proposed iDim scheme has the same
dimming capability as sDim. However, iDim gains additional
spectral efficiency due to the use of index modulation. More
importantly, to the best of our knowledge, the proposed iDim
is the first implementation of an efficient index modulation
technique designed for LiFi dimming.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the benefits of the proposed iDim scheme by
comparing it to related works. Section III explains the system
implementation architecture, system model and theoretical
analysis, and the methods to evaluate the system. Section IV
explains the generation of line codes for TIM and presents
their experimental performance. Moving on, section V demon-
strates the experimental results of the iDim system, including
the SNR quality, transmission rate, and energy efficiency.
Finally, section VI concludes the work.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND THEORETICAL
ANALYSIS

A. System Operation

1) Transmitter Operation: The block diagram for the trans-
mitter (TX) is illustrated in Fig. 1. Notice that the DCO-OFDM

encoder does not require any modification. The brightness con-
trolling block (referred to as a dimmer) is located at the output
of DCO-OFDM encoder. The most significant element of the
dimmer is a TIM encoder. Based on the selected dimming
level, a mBnB code from the lookup table (LUT) is chosen,
and the dimming parameter p ⊂ {1/n, 2/n, ..., (n − 1)/n}
(where p is the weight of the binary line code) is set for the
TIM encoder. The LUT generation is detailed in Algorithm
1. Based on that code, the TIM encoder maps its data bits to
decide the indices of the active OFDM samples and inactive
samples within the time-domain frame. The inactive samples
refer to the samples where the LED is turned off.

Fig. 1. iDim- DCO-OFDM transmitter block diagram

Particularly when the line code mBnB and the dimming
parameter p are loaded, the TIM encoder selects a mapping
column from the LUT for a specific mapping rule (mapping
from an input codeword I to an output codeword O). The
encoder takes k = p n OFDM samples as an input and inserts
n − k = (1 − p)n inactive samples. Thus, there will be
totally n samples at the output of the TIM encoder. The index
dimension, which represents the indices of the active OFDM
samples, allows us to encode an additional m data bits.

Fig. 2 illustrates an example of iDim encoding when apply-
ing a line code 2B4B (n = 4) with the dimming parameter
p = 2/4. The 2B4B LUT allows for mapping from a 2-bits
codeword I to a 4B codeword O. After mapping, based on
the 4B codeword, the TIM encoder allocates the positions of
OFDM samples and inactive samples.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the TIM encoding process within iDim system when
applying 2B4B code with the dimming parameter p of 2/4.

Fig. 3 illustrates two examples of iDim waveform using
different line codes. Particularly when a line code 2B4B
(n = 4) with the dimming parameter p = 2/4 are loaded (the
top sub-figure), the TIM encoder takes k = p n = 2 OFDM
samples and inserts n−k = 2 inactive samples. This encoding
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period produces 4 TIM-OFDM samples. The positions of 2
inactive samples being inserted depend on the data bits (m = 2
bits) being encoded by the TIM encoder. Similarly, when a
line code 3B8B (n = 8) and the dimming parameter p = 2/8
are loaded (the bottom sub-figure), the TIM encoder generates
8 TIM-OFDM samples from k = p n = 2 OFDM samples
and n − k = 6 inactive samples. For both examples, the
iDim DC-level is adjustable according to the OFDM activation
ratio (which equals to the dimming parameter p) while the
OFDM peak-to-peak amplitude is kept constant. This allows
controlling the brightness and avoiding the reduction of the
OFDM signal amplitude (avoid using AM dimming).

Fig. 3. Examples of iDim waveform: Applying 2B4B code with the dimming
parameter p of 2/4 (top), and applying 3B8B code with the dimming parameter
p of 2/8 (bottom).

2) Receiver Operation: The block diagram for the receiver
(RX) is illustrated in Fig. 4. The TIM decoder is located after
the synchronization and cyclic prefix (CP) removal blocks and
before the fast Fourier transform (FFT) block, and it operates
entirely in the time domain as detailed in Algorithm 2. There
is no modification to the DCO-OFDM decoder. Finally, data
bits coming out from the two decoders are merged.

Fig. 4. iDim- DCO-OFDM receiver block diagram

B. System model and performance metrics
The received signal y can be expressed by:

y = hx + z (1)

where h denotes the channel matrix in the time domain, x
denotes the transmitted signal, and z denotes the AWGN noise.

1) TIM demodulation: The matched filter (MF) with filter
coefficients b is used in the TIM demodulation process, where
b = [11×k −11×n−k]; 11×k is a set of k binaries 1; −11×n−k
is a set of (n − k) binaries -1; and k = p n ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n}.
The output of MF is a cost function which results from the
convolution of all cases of shifting the received signal y to the
left hand side by (j−1) binary digits (where j ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n})
and the MF b. For each case of j, the cost function is
calculated as:

Cj =

j+np∑
u=j

yu −
j+n+1∑

v=j+np+1

yv (2)

where yu, yv ⊂ y are the signal samples.
From the values of the cost function {Cj}, the TIM decoder

finds the index φ that satisfies: Cφ = Max {Cj}. Based on this
index φ, the decoder lookup the mapping table LUT for the
output data bits I[φ]. The SNR in dB at the output of the MF
based TIM decoder is measured as:

β = 20 log
(u
σ

)
(3)

where u denotes the minimum Euclidean distance between
the MF output symbols; σ denotes the error vector magnitude
(EVM) of the matched symbols Cφ.

2) OFDM demodulation: After the TIM demodulation, the
OFDM samples are extracted and the OFDM demodulation is
executed. When the matched index φ is wrong, the extraction
of a set of k OFDM samples is incorrect. Overall, this wrong
TIM demodulation will dismiss OFDM samples and replace
them by inactive samples. Because inactive samples are zero-
values, the set of samples being fed into the OFDM decoder
(denoted as yω) is expressed as:

yω = h (x− xω) + z (4)

where xω denotes the error signal due to the imperfect TIM
demodulation. At a time instance i, xω[i] = 0 means there is
no error, while xω[i] = x[i] means that an OFDM sample x[i]
is replaced by an inactive sample.

By considering the impact of imperfect TIM demodulation,
the OFDM demodulation now becomes:

Yω = FFT{h (x− xω) + z} = FFT{h x + z} − FFT{h xω}
(5)

where Yω is the signal in the frequency domain that considers
the imperfect TIM demodulation; FFT{} is the fast Fourier
transform.

We can simply express Yω with the impact of imperfect
TIM demodulation as:

Yω = (Y + Z)− δY = (1− δ)Y + Z (6)

where δ denotes the energy contribution factor from the
dismissed OFDM samples caused by the wrong TIM demod-
ulation; (1 − δ) is the signal energy reduction factor which
is caused by the dismissal of several OFDM samples. The
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symbols Y and Z represent the signal and the AWGN noise
respectively.

The energy reduction factor (1 − δ) depends on the ratio
of the number of the dismissed OFDM samples (caused by
the TIM demodulation error) to the total number of OFDM
samples within an OFDM frame. This leads to the energy
reduction of all subcarriers. Thus, it will reduce the average
SNR performance measured at the output of the OFDM
decoder.

The OFDM communications performance is also evaluated
by measuring the SNR (denoted as γ) [32] at the output of
the OFDM decoder. Similar to the SNR calculation for the
TIM decoder, the SNR of the OFDM decoder, in dB, where
M-QAM is used with M is the constellation size, is measured
as:

γ = 20 log

(
uQAM

σQAM

)
(7)

where uQAM denotes the minimum Euclidean distance of the
considered QAM order, and σQAM denotes the EVM of the
received QAM symbols.

C. Transmission rate calculation

1) Traditional DCO-OFDM transmission rate: Because of
the Hermitian symmetry mapping rule for producing a real
valued time-domain waveform, the total data bits carried by
one DCO-OFDM frame is:

D1 = (NFFT/2) log2 (NQAM) (8)

where NFFT is the FFT size, and NQAM is the QAM modu-
lation order.

The DCO-OFDM frame has the length of T1 = NFFT

samples. Thus, the transmission rate of DCO-OFDM is:

R1 = D1/T1 = (1/2) log2 (NQAM) (9)

2) iDim DCO-OFDM transmission rate: In the proposed
iDim system, when a line code mBnB is loaded, the TIM
encoder takes (p n) OFDM samples as an input, and it encodes
them to produce n samples at the output. The index dimension
allows us to encode an additional m data bits. Both the TIM
encoder and the OFDM encoder carry data bits. The total
transmission rate is calculated step by step as follows.

Firstly, when the TIM encoder uses a line code mBnB, it
expands the length of the OFDM frame. The OFDM frame
is now longer than the original OFDM frame at the ratio of
n/m = 1/p. Therefore, the transmission rate of the DCO-
OFDM encoder is now reduced as:

R
′

1 = (p/2) log2 (NQAM) (10)

Secondly, the TIM encoder adds m data bits for a set of
(p n) OFDM samples. This contributes to the total transmis-
sion rate. The total number of TIM encoding bits carried by
encoding one OFDM frame is:

D2 = m [NFFT/(p n)] (11)

Because the index-encoded OFDM frame now has the
length of T2 = NFFT /p samples, this results in the trans-
mission rate of the TIM encoder:

R
′

2 = D2/T2 = m/n (12)

Combining Eqs. (10) and (12), the total transmission rate
of the iDim DCO-OFDM system is calculated as:

R2 = R
′

1 +R
′

2 = (1/2) [p log2 (NQAM) + 2m/n] (13)

For convenience, we typically use the log2 (NQAM) value
as the transmission rate of DCO-OFDM. Accordingly, for
comparison purposes, the normalized transmission rate of the
iDim DCO-OFDM can be re-written as:

R = p log2 (NQAM) + 2(m/n) (14)

Eq. (14) shows that the normalized transmission rate varies
based on the optical power imposed by the dimming parameter
p and the coding rate m/n of the line code.

3) sDim DCO-OFDM transmission rate: It is unfair to
compare the transmission rates of the original DCO-OFDM
and the proposed iDim DCO-OFDM because the original
DCO-OFDM cannot support such a wide dimming range
as that of iDim. Therefore, the sDim scheme is used for
comparison. Note that sDim is also a special case of iDim
that does not modulate any information on the index of the
active OFDM samples. The transmission rate of sDim is:

R = p log2 (NQAM) (15)

D. Experimental Setup

The hardware configuration for the iDim DCO-OFDM
implementation is illustrated in Fig. 5. It is based on a National
Instruments (NI) real-time processing platform, PXIe-1085
computer, which is equipped with field programmable gate
array (FPGA) NI-7966R panels. An analog-to-digital/ digital-
to-analog (ADC/DAC) board (NI-5781, 20 MHz communica-
tion bandwidth) operates in the baseband to allow for intensity
modulation with direct detection. An alternating current (AC)-
coupled Photodiode (PD) (Femto-HSPR-X-I-1G4-SI with a 3-
dB bandwidth of 1.4 GHz), and an off-the-shelf LED (Vishay
VLMB1500) are used to detect and transmit the signal, respec-
tively. An additional programmable DC generator (Keysight
E36313A) is connected to the DC input of the bias-T to supply
the LED with a controllable bias voltage.

A wide dimming range is one of the goals for the iDim
system. To compare the dimming range between the consid-
ered schemes, the optical power is measured at the receiver
position using the optical power meter PM100USB and the
S121C photodiode power sensor at a distance of 0.5 m.

III. GENERATION AND PERFORMANCE OF LINE CODES

A. Generation of type I Line Codes

Two novel sets of line codes are proposed to enable dim-
ming in TIM. The first set of line codes include the codes
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Fig. 5. iDim- DCO-OFDM system implementation architecture

2B4B, 3B8B, and 4B16B, and so on. These codes are called
type I line codes. They are simply generated as given in
Algorithm 1.

To easily understand the LUT mapping rule, Table I presents
an example of the 2B4B code. In the mapping, the binary
‘1’ represents a time slot for an OFDM sample while ‘0’
represents a time slot for an inactive sample where the LED
is turned off.

A matched filter (MF) is proposed to maximize the decoder
performance. The MF decoding rule is given in Algorithm 2.
The design of the MF allows us to integrate all codes within
the same system.

Algorithm 1: GENERATION OF mBnB LUT
1 Initialize: m bits input codeword = I; n bits output

codeword = O
2 For: k ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n− 1}
3 Calculate: dimming parameter p = k/n
4 Generate O[1]: the first output codeword as: O[1] =

[11×k 01×n−k]
5 For: i ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n}
6 Generate O[i]: the output codeword with index i

O[i] is generated by shifting the O[1] codeword to
the right hand side (RHS) (i− 1) binary digits

7 End for
8 End for
9 Map data bits: Map the data bits for input codewords

I[i], where i ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n}
10 Finish the LUT mapping for different p.

B. Generation of Line codes type II

The second type of line codes (type II) aims to maximize
the coding rate for TIM encoding. Unlike the 1:1 mapping rule
of the type I line codes, we additionally apply the concept of
running disparity (RD) for generating the type II codes. RD

Algorithm 2: MATCHED FILTERED mBnB DECOD-
ING

1 Initialize: Collect the received waveform set size n as:
R[1]= {y1, y2, ..., yn}

2 Define: a matched filter (MF) b =[11×k −11×n−k],
where k = p n

3 For: each index j ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n}
4 Generate R[j]: shifting the R[1] to the left hand

side (LHS) (j − 1) binary digits.
5 Matched filtering R[j] with filter coefficients b to

have the MF cost function Cj as given in Eq. (2)
6 End for
7 Process: Find the index φ that satisfies:

Cφ = Max {Cj} , j ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n}
8 Lookup bits: Lookup the LUT at the matched index φ

for the data bits codeword: I[φ].

TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF 2B4B LOOKUP TABLE (LUT)

2B Input (I) 4B Output (O
with p=1/4)

4B Output (O
with p=2/4)

4B Output (O
with p=3/4)

00 1000 1100 1110

01 0100 0110 0111

10 0010 0011 1011

11 0001 1001 1101

allows us to design a better coding rate than that of the type
I codes; however, it requires a higher mapping complexity.

The availability of the type II line codes is explained in
Appendix 2. Accordingly, the type II line codes include the
codes 2B3B, 3B4B, and 4B5B.

Because of the mapping complexity, we only describe the
2B3B code as an example. The mapping rule for other codes
such as 3B4B and 4B5B is also simple to follow. We apply
the 1:1 mapping rule if possible (the same as the type I codes),
and then the RD concept will take care of the remaining cases
by pair-mapping.

There are two versions of 2B3B codes as given in Tables II
and III. Table II generates long-term DC-balanced outputs,
while Table III generates short-term DC-balanced outputs.
Notice that the Hamming distance (HD) of 2B3B mapping
outputs is 1, for all levels of p, which is a half of that of
the type I codes. The average Hamming distance is 7/4. This
explains a trade-off between the code rate and the transmission
performance.

In table II, we note that the long-term DC balanced code
may potentially cause flickering. For example, flickering may
happen in cases where the interval between the pair of ‘11’
input symbols is long enough to generate a perceptible bright-
ness change. Fortunately, this flickering issue is avoidable
by using a simple treatment to generate a constant DC-level
for every short time period. Particularly, after mapping, we
periodically insert 3B bit redundancy so that the period of
samples is always DC-balanced.
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A short-term DC balanced mapping for 2B3B in Table III
uses a technique called paired mapping. Whenever the symbol
‘11’ appears, the encoder takes ‘11’ and the following two
bits for mapping at the same time. This method is flicker-free
because of the short-term DC balance property of any adjacent
6B outputs.

TABLE II
2B3B LUT (LONG-TERM DC VERSION)

2B Input (I) 3B Output (O with
p=1/3)

3B Output (O with
p=2/3)

I1 00 100 110

I2 01 010 011

I3 10 001 101

I4 11 000 - 110 100 - 111
The running disparity ±1 is applied for the outputs of I4.

TABLE III
2B3B LUT (SHORT-TERM DC VERSION)

2B Input
(I)

3B Output (O with
p=1/3)

3B Output (O with
p=2/3)

I1 00 100 110

I2 01 010 011

I3 10 001 101

I4 -Ix 11- 00 000 - 110 100 - 111

11 - 01 011 - 000 111- 010

11 - 10 000 - 101 001 - 111

11 - 11 101 - 000 111 - 001
where Ix ⊂ {I1, I2, I3, I4} is the next 2B input being encoded at the same
time with I4. The running disparity ±1 is applied for the pair-mapping in the
cases of I4.

Finally, we note that there is no common matched filter
decoding rule for the type II codes as there is for type I codes.
The decoder of the type II codes will directly use the LUT
mapping binary outputs as the filter coefficients to search for
the optimal match.

C. Simulation Performance - Type I Codes

The simulations evaluate the BER performance of proposed
line codes under different channel conditions (the channel SNR
is in dB). For performance comparison purposes, a standard
code On Off Keying (OOK) is used. The MF design given in
Algorithm 2 significantly improves the BER performance of
the proposed line codes. The simulation results are shown in
Figs. 6 and 7 for 2B4B and 3B8B, respectively. The results
show that the proposed codes require 3 dB to 5 dB less SNR
than OOK to achieve the same BER, demonstrating the benefit
of the MF.

Additionally, the performance of different line codes is
examined under different dimming conditions by comparing

Fig. 6. Simulated BER performance of matched filtered 2B4B versus OOK

Fig. 7. Simulated BER performance of matched filtered 3B8B versus OOK

the performance of the same code and applying a different
value for the dimming parameter p. The code 2B4B achieves
almost the same BER performance for all the considered
dimming levels. Codes 3B8B and 4B16B have 1 dB difference
between the lowest/highest brightness levels and the remaining
brightness levels. Particularly within 3B8B, the BER perfor-
mance at p = 1/8 is exactly the same as that at p = 7/8; and
both require 1 dB more SNR than the remaining values of p
(i.e., p = 2/8 to p = 6/8) to reach the same BER. This is due to
the unequal average Hamming distance between the line codes
at different values for p. Overall, the lowest performance case
of 3B8B (with MF) still outperforms that of OOK.

D. Simulation Performance - Type II Codes

The type II line codes have a trade-off between the code
rate and the performance. While they offer higher code rates
than that of the type I line codes, their BER performance is
lower. This is because of their lower HD between the output
codewords; for example, the 2B3B codes have an HD of 1,
which is half that of the type I line codes.

The 2B3B has a complex mapping rule, thus it directly
uses the LUT for matching and decoding. Fig. 8 presents the
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BER performance of 2B3B short-term DC and long-term DC
versions. The results do not show different BER curves for
different values of p (p = 1/3 or 2/3), because 2B3B codes
have an equal average HD for different p.

Similar to the type I line codes, the results also show that the
MF significantly improves the BER performance. Specifically,
by targeting the same BER, the MF codes gain about 3 dB to
5 dB less SNR comparing to the original codes without MF.

When comparing the two versions of 2B3B, the long-term
DC version achieves a higher BER than the other. This is
because the mapping rule in the long-term DC version is less
complex, thus the error caused by a hard-thresholding decision
between the cases is less. However, the best BER case of both
2B3B versions (the long-term DC code with MF) is close to
the BER of OOK because both OOK and 2B3B have the HD
of 1.

Fig. 8. Simulated BER performance of different 2B3B codes (with/without
MF) versus OOK

E. Optical Link Implementation

Two goals were achieved in the implementation of a TIM
encoder within the iDim DCO-OFDM system. Firstly, the
measured optical power reaches an extremely low value
(20 µW) during the data communication at the bandwidth of
20 MHz. Secondly, the SNR performance of both TIM and
DCO-OFDM decoders is high for all dimming levels (above
17 dB). This ensures a reliable communication performance
for the TIM encoder within the proposed iDim system when
dimming is applied.

Fig. 9 presents the measured optical power for AM-dimming
and iDim. The minimum achievable optical power (without
any data communications) of the AM-dimming scheme is
about 200 µW and 90 µW in the cases of 3.25 V and 3 V bias
voltages, respectively, for a given LED. On the other hand,
iDim achieves an optical power that is about 20 µW at p =
1/8 for all bias voltages. This is a 10 times and 4.5 times
optical power reduction, respectively.

The measurement of the SNR in the optical links is shown in
Fig. 10. Bias voltages of 3 V and 3.25 V are both considered.
The TIM decoder shows a consistently high performance for

Fig. 9. Measurement of optical power at the distance of 0.5 m from the
LED when applying AM-dimming and iDim to DCO-OFDM. Note that iDim
provides a consistently high SNR of 22.5 dB while AM-dim reduces SNR
significantly at low brightness levels.

both bias voltage cases. More particularly, an SNR above
20 dB can be achieved for all optical power levels above
40 µW (equivalent to p levels above 4/8). Overall, the TIM
achieves a high SNR performance at an extremely low optical
power of 40 µW.

Fig. 10. Measured performance of TIM decoder in iDim DCO-OFDM system
(3 V and 3.25 V bias voltages)

IV. PERFORMANCE OF IDIM DCO-OFDM

A. Optical Link Quality

This section compares the performance of the DCO-OFDM
decoder in the AM-dimming system to the implementation of
DCO-OFDM in the iDim system. The system setup specifica-
tions are summarized in Table IV. It is noted that the operating
communication bandwidth of 20 MHz is considered as a flat
channel and the inter-sample interference can be ignored in the
SNR measurement. However, when the channel is not flat and
the inter-sample interference is high, pulse shaping techniques
(with Raised-Cosine (RC), Root Raised Cosine (RRC), and
Gaussian filters) can be additionally used. Due to the limited
space, details of the pulse shaping techniques are not included
in this paper.
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TABLE IV
SYSTEM SETUP SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications

Real-time system PXIe-1085 computer
NI-7966R FPGA
NI-5781 ADC/DAC (3 dB bandwidth of 40
MHz)
Keysight E36313A DC generator

Front-end devices Vishay VLMB1500 LED
Femto-HSPR-X-I-1G4-SI PD (3 dB bandwidth
of 1.4 GHz)

Optical power measure-
ment

Optical power meter PM100USB
Photodiode power sensor S121C

OFDM parameters FFT size of 64
CP size of 16
4 QAM modulation order
Operating communication bandwidth of
20 MHz

TIM parameters Type I codes: 2B4B/ 3B8B/ 4B16B
Type II codes: 2B3B/ 3B4B/ 4B5B
Dimming parameter p varies

Fig. 11 shows the SNR measurement results. Both bias
voltages of 3 V and 3.25 V are considered. The 4-QAM
modulation order is chosen for DCO-OFDM for comparison
purposes. It is also possible to use other constellation sizes.

Fig. 11. Measured performance of iDim DCO-OFDM versus AM-dimming
DCO-OFDM (3 V and 3.25 V bias voltage)

At 3 V bias voltage, the performance of the iDim DCO-
OFDM system is constant at 23 dB for all dimming levels
above p = 4/8. As p goes lower, the measured optical power
drops below 40 µW and the corresponding performance starts
to degrade (see Fig. 11). The lowest optical power that can
guarantee a proper decoding of bits (defined as SNR above
17 dB) is measured at 20 µW. This is significantly lower than
the lowest optical power required for the DCO-OFDM decoder
of the AM-Dim system that is given at 200 µW. Together
with the performance measurement of the TIM decoder, we
can conclude that the proposed iDim technique has achieved a
consistently high performance during dimming, and reached an
extremely low optical power. Moreover, it is important to note

that the iDim technique provides a high data rate, resulting in
increased energy efficiency.

At 3.25 V bias voltage, the superior performance of iDim
is more pronounced. The AM-dimming dissipates at least
350 µW optical power at SNR values above 15 dB. In
comparison, the proposed iDim decoders guarantee a high
SNR performance of 18 dB at an optical power measured at
20 µW (17.5 times lower).

B. Transmission Rate

The transmission rate gain of our iDim compared to sDim
is more pronounced when the measured optical power is
considered. Note that sDim is a specific case of iDim without
index modulation bits. This comparison is useful to contrast
the contribution of index modulation to the total transmission
rate when dimming is required.

In cases with 4-QAM (Fig. 12) at any brightness level
between 20 µW and 200 µW, the best-rate codes (2B3B and
3B4B) can provide more than double the transmission rate
than sDim. Also within the same brightness range, our lowest-
rate code 3B8B can provide at least 30% increase in the data
transmission rate of sDim. Moreover, for all brightness levels
between 20 µW and 640 µW, we always can find a code that
provides a higher transmission rate than the maximum rate of
2 bits/Hz of the traditional 4-QAM DCO-OFDM. This means
that we jointly gain a wide dimming range, a high SNR, and a
transmission rate higher than the maximum of the traditional
4-QAM DCO-OFDM. Note that traditional DCO-OFDM uses
AM-dimming and reduces the SNR when the light is dimmed.

Fig. 12. Achieved Transmission Rate of iDim and sDim versus optical power
measured at 0.5 m distance (4-QAM DCO-OFDM, 3V bias)

Similarly in the case of 16-QAM (Fig. 13) at any brightness
level between 20 µW and 400 µW, the iDim scheme also gains
transmission rates, which are from 18% to 40% higher than the
sDim, depending on the codes and the brightness level. On the
other hand, for all cases with an optical power above 120 µW,
there exists a code to achieve an equal or a better code rate
than 4 bits/Hz (this is the maximum transmission rate of the
original DCO-OFDM when dimming is not supported).
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Fig. 13. Achieved transmission rate of iDim and sDim versus optical power
measured at 0.5 m distance (16-QAM DCO-OFDM, 3V bias)

C. Energy Efficiency

The measured results of optical power/bit are shown in
Figs. 14 and 15. The proposed iDim shows a lower optical
power/bit than the AM dimming scheme for all brightness
levels. Moreover, it showcases the ability of iDim to reach
extremely low optical power values.

Particularly in Fig. 14 (3 V bias voltage), at 130 µW, AM-
dimmed DCO-OFDM requires 66 µW/bit while 2B4B iDim
and 2B3B iDim use 55 µW/bit and 45 µW/bit, saving 17%
and 30% of the energy respectively. For any brightness below
130 µW, AM-dimmed DCO-OFDM cannot guarantee at least
12 dB SNR, while iDim maintains a 22.5 dB SNR and linearly
reduces the required optical power/bit. This results in a dual
gain in the achieved SNR and optical power/bit requirement.

Fig. 14. Measured optical power/bit comparison between AM-Dim and iDim
systems (3 V bias voltage)

Similarly in Fig. 15 (3.25V bias voltage), the lowest optical
power that AM-dimmed DCO-OFDM can maintain the 12 dB
SNR level is 255 µW. In comparison, iDim maintains the peak
SNR of 22.5 dB for all considered brightness levels. At this
255 µW optical power level, the AM-dimming still requires
127 µW/bit while 2B4B and 3B4B iDim schemes use 78%
and 70% of that optical power/bit, respectively. For a better
understanding of the benefits of the gain of optical power/bit

Fig. 15. Measured optical power/bit comparison between AM-Dim and iDim
systems applied for 4-QAM DCO-OFDM (at 3.25V bias, 12dB SNR limit)

from the proposed iDim system, the calculations of optical
power/bit for the system using different line codes are given
in Appendix 1.

V. CONCLUSION

A novel dimming method is proposed in this paper, termed
indexed dimming method (iDim). The integration of the TIM
and DCO-OFDM is demonstrated in this proof-of-concept
study. Two types of line codes aimed at dimming are proposed
for TIM. The proposed solution results in a reliable link
quality, as proven by simulations and experimental results.

The measurement results of the optical power and the SNR
for the proposed system show the advantages of the iDim
system. The proposed solution guarantees a high communi-
cation performance during dimming, which is measured in a
minimum SNR of 20 dB. In comparison, existing methods
such as AM diming reduces the communication performance
significantly to below 10 dB. The proposed iDim achieves a
wide dimming range that extends beyond existing dimming
solutions such as AM dimming. The proposed system can
maintain a reliable communication link at extremely low
optical power of 20 µW, which is ten times lower than the
limits of all existing solutions. Moreover, the proposed solution
improves the spectral efficiency of all the existing dimming
techniques using TIM.
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF TRANSMISSION RATE AND OPTICAL POWER BETWEEN

DIFFERENT DIMMING SCHEMES

Scheme Transmission Rate Optical Power

(without dim) DCO-OFDM log2NQAM P0 + P50

AM-Dim DCO-OFDM log2NQAM P0 + αP50

sDim DCO-OFDM p (log2NQAM) λ p (P0 + P50)

iDim DCO-OFDM p (log2NQAM) +
2(m/n)

λ p (P0 + P50)

where α < 1 denotes the amplitude scaling factor of AM-dimming; λ <
1 is the correction factor that relates to the nonlinear electrical-to-optical
conversion when p changes; P0 is the offset optical power of the AM dimming
that is measured at the 0% dimming level; P50 is the optical power that DCO-
OFDM uses at the 50% dimming level; m/n is the coding rate of the mBnB
line code used in the iDim system.

VI. APPENDIX 1- CALCULATION OF DIMMING RANGE AND
OPTICAL POWER/BIT

We calculate the optical power/bit for different dimming
schemes. Table V summarizes the calculation of the nor-
malized transmission rate and the optical power consump-
tion of DCO-OFDM (without dimming), AM-Dim DCO-
OFDM, sDim DCO-OFDM, and iDim DCO-OFDM. It is
noted that, AM-dimming provides the lowest optical power
of {P0 + αP50} → P0 that happens when the amplitude
scaling factor α→ 0 (thus, P0 > 0 is the offset optical power
measured at the 0% AM-dimming level). When comparing
to AM dimming, iDim offers the lowest optical power of
λ pP0 → 0 that happens when p → 0. This explains why
there is a zero offset optical power in the proposed iDim.

We now compare the optical power/bit of iDim and sDim
at different dimming levels to show the benefit of index
modulation bits to the total transmission rate. Let Ps be the
optical power/bit of the sDim DCO-OFDM, and Pi be the
optical power/bit of the iDim DCO-OFDM. When a line code
mBnB and a dimming parameter p are used, the gain in optical
power/bit by using index modulation is calculated as:

Ps − Pi
Ps

=
2m/n

p {log2NQAM}+ 2m/n
(16)

Particularly when 4-QAM and 16-QAM modulation orders
are used, the gain of optical power/bit at a dimming parameter
p is calculated in Table VI. For a specific different line code
with its known range of p, the range of optical power/bit gain
is numerically given in Table VII.

Calculated results in table VII show that, iDim saves from
30% to 75% of optical power/bit in the case of 4-QAM.
Similarly, it saves from 18% to 60% of optical power/bit in the
16-QAM case. This optical power/bit gain varies according to
the selection of the line code mBnB and the parameter p.

VII. APPENDIX 2- AVAILABILITY OF OTHER LINE CODES

This section examines the availability of other type II
line codes based on the combination statistics. To maximize
the coding rate, we target the code form (n − 1)BnB. The

TABLE VI
GAIN OF OPTICAL POWER/ BIT BY USING INDEX MODULATION WITH

DIFFERENT CODES AND p

Scheme Optical power/bit Gain
(4-QAM)

Optical Power/bit Gain
(16-QAM)

sDim 0 0

3B8B iDim (6/8)/ (2p+ 6/8) (6/8)/ (4p+ 6/8)

2B4B iDim 1/ (2p+ 1) 1/ (4p+ 1)

2B3B iDim (4/3)/ (2p+ 4/3) (4/3)/ (4p+ 4/3)

3B4B iDim (6/4)/ (2p+ 6/4) (6/4)/ (4p+ 6/4)

TABLE VII
NUMERIC RANGE OF THE OPTICAL POWER/BIT GAIN BY INDEX

MODULATION

Scheme Optical power/bit Gain
(4-QAM)

Optical power/bit Gain
(16-QAM)

sDim 0 0

3B8B iDim 0.3 - 0.75 0.18 - 0.6

2B4B iDim 0.4 - 0.67 0.25 - 0.5

2B3B iDim 0.5 - 0.67 0.33 - 0.5

3B4B iDim 0.5 - 0.75 0.33 - 0.6

availability of a (n − 1)BnB code depends on the dimming
range we target, which is corresponding to the range of
p ⊂ [1/n, (n− 1)/n].

Particularly, we consider two cases of the dimming range
to design the code as follows.

Case 1: Considering p = 1/n to p = (n− 1)/n

The input codeword at the length of (n−1) requires 2(n−1)

different states at the output for mapping. This requirement
applies for all different values of the parameter p; however
the dimming parameters p = 1/n and p = (n−1)/n are most
challenging due to the limited number of the combinations of
outputs. If the code at the dimming parameter p = 1/n exits,
the code at all other dimming parameters p 6= 1/n will exist.
Because the condition for two dimming parameters p = 1/n
and p = (n − 1)/n are similar, so the case p = 1/n will be
explained in this instance.

When p = 1/n, there are C(n, 1) = n different ways to
allocate a single ‘1’ among others (n− 1) ‘0’s to produce an
output codeword. An increase of n will restrict the availability
of the code as the value of 2(n−1) (the required number of
codewords) is getting much larger than n (the available number
of codewords). The running disparity (RD) concept is used for
the mapping rule as follows:

First, all of the possible codewords with RD = 0 are used for
one-input to one-output mapping. This includes all allocations
of a single ‘1’ among all-other ‘0’s must be used. There are
C(n, 1) cases with the ‘RD = 0’ mapping.

Next, a pair of two inputs will be mapped at the same time.
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The pair of running disparity values RD = ±1 are alternatively
used for the pair of output codewords. This ensures a long-
term DC balance for pairs of the output codewords. Because
we have used C(n, 1) output codewords for the ‘RD = 0’
mapping, the remaining number of un-mapped input cases of
the ‘RD = 0’ is:

2(n−1) − C(n, 1) = 2(n−1) − n (17)

Required number of outputs for RD = ±1 mapping:
We target combining two output codewords at RD = ±1

(i.e., combining p = 0/n and p = 2/n) to reach the average
power of p = 1/n in the long-term. Based on the number
of un-mapped cases in (17), the required number of output
codewords for mapping the RD = ±1 combination is:{

2(n−1) − n
}
×
{
2(n−1) − n

}
(18)

Available number of outputs for RD = ±1 mapping:
For RD = +1, there are only C(n, 2) different ways of two

‘1’s being allocated among other ‘0’s. For RD = −1, it is an
‘all-zero’ pattern. we can insert the ‘all-zero’ pattern to the
left or the right of a RD = +1 output codeword. Accordingly,
we have the maximum number of output codewords as:

2C(n, 2) = 2n!/ {2!(n− 2)!} = n(n− 1) (19)

Finally, by comparing (18) and (19), the availability of the
line code at p = 1/n becomes the availability of an integer n
for the following inequality:{

2(n−1) − n
}
×
{
2(n−1) − n

}
≤ n(n− 1) (20)

Or it can be re-written as:

2(n−1) ≤ n+
√
(n(n− 1)) = A(n) (21)

Case 2: Considering p = 2/n to p = (n− 2)/n
The first codes case has clarified the availability of possible
codes within the requirement of p ranging from p = 1/n to
p = (n − 1)/n. However, there is one more thing that can
be tried by relaxing the requirement of dimming levels. By
removing the requirement of the mapping at p = 1/n and p =
(n−1)/n, the design for outputs at remaining dimming levels
p = 2/n to p = (n−2)/n becomes easier. The inequality (20)
now becomes less restricted with the following condition:{

2(n−1) − C(n, 2)
}2

≤ 2C(n, 1)C(n, 3) (22)

Or it can be re-written as:

2(n−1) ≤ n(n− 1)

2
+

√
n2(n− 1)(n− 2)

3
= B(n) (23)

Fig. 16 numerically presents the test of two inequality
conditions for Eqs. (21) and (23) which correspond to two
cases for the code availability.

For any integer n > 1, the inequality (21) is satisfied if and
only if 2 ≤ n ≤ 3. Therefore, 2B3B provides the best coding
rate for the (n− 1)BnB codes case 1. The LUT for 2B3B has
been presented in the body of this paper.

Fig. 16. Test the availability of (n − 1)BnB line codes using conditions in
Eqs. (21) and (23).

On the other hand, Eq. (23) can be satisfied if 3 ≤ n ≤ 5.
Thus, it suggests the availability of codes 3B4B and 4B5B.
However, a narrower dimming range than the first codes case
makes the second codes case less attractive in practice.


